Effect of target size on spatial and temporal characteristics of a pointing movement in man.
The effects of constraints related to movement accuracy on the spatial and temporal characteristics of pointing movements of the arm to a target were investigated. It was found that movement time increased, even at slow speeds, when target size decreased. Spatial variability of the trajectory of the index finger was also reduced, but only in proximity to the target, when higher accuracy was demanded while variability of motion at the wrist showed little change. The effect of varying the angular orientation of the target on the trajectories of the wrist and finger was also investigated. The data support the hypothesis that motion at the shoulder and elbow joints, which is closely linked, is determined primarily by target position while motion at the wrist joint, which is only loosely coupled to the motion at the more proximal joints, is related principally to the angular orientation of the target in space. The data also suggest that wrist motion is controlled separately from motion at the more proximal joints.